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Abstract—The morphologies of various surface defects on strip
steel suffer from oil stain, water drops, steel textures and erratic
illumination. It is still challenging to recognize defect boundary
precisely from cluttered backgrounds. This paper emphasizes
such a fact that skip connections between encoder and decoder are
not equally effective, attempts to adaptively allocate the
aggregation weights which represent differentiated information
entropy values in channel-wise, by importing a stack of
cross-attention transformer (CAT) into the encoder-decoder
network (EDNet). Besides, a cross- attention refinement module
(CARM) is constructed closely after the decoder to further
optimize the coarse saliency maps. This newly nominated
CAT-EDNet can well address the semantic gap issue among the
multi-scale features for its multi-head attention structure. The
CAT-EDNet performs best on insuring defect integrity and
maintaining defect boundary details when compared with twelve
state-of-the-arts, and the detection efficiency is at 28 fps even
under the noise interfered scenario.
Index Terms—Automated visual inspection (AVI), steel strip,
salient detection, encoder-decoder network, transformer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

trip steel is one of the fundamental products in iron and
steel industry, which is widely applied in machinery,
automobile manufacturing, construction, shipbuilding and even
daily-used electrical products. Due to the influence of
production process and rolling environment, there will
inevitably be some defects on the surface of the finished strip,
such as cracks, patches, scratches [1], which directly decrease
the quality of the end product. Therefore, rapid and accurate
surface defect detection is the primary task of strip steel quality
inspection. However, the traditional manual visual sampling
inspection, based on prior knowledge and probability to
estimate the comprehensive quality of strip steel, has long been
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unable to meet the needs of modern industrial production [2].
The magnetic-flux-leakage- or eddy-current-based techniques
are also suffering with the large equipment volume, low
detection rate and low inspection efficiency [3]. With the
development of deep learning, image-based methods can
realize high accuracy and efficiency in defect inspection, and
gradually become the mainstream measures. Visual attention
can quickly and accurately allocate limited processing
resources to prominent visual areas. Salient detection based on
the above visual attention mechanism can capture the most
significant and attention-attracting object in the scene image,
which can achieve effective separation of foreground object
and background [4]. Therefore, it has been widely used as a
preprocessing operation in the tasks of defect segmentation [5],
defect classification [6], defect recognition [7].
The traditional salient object detection methods [8][9]
essentially depend on carefully-designed handcrafted features,
objective functions and optimization strategy, which generally
results in less robust and unreliable performance in complicated
background. Deep learning models have received considerable
critical attention for its remarkable performance on various
benchmarks. The early patch-wise deep models [10]
independently classify the pixels based on local features within
each patch, are incompetent to achieve spatial accuracy. Many
multi-level context-based architectures are also designed for
salient object detection. The stacked cross refinement network
[11] simultaneously refine multi-level object-aware and
edge-aware features. Liu et al. [41] aggregate the global and
local information by introducing a pyramid pooling module.
BASNet [27] configures two sequentially U-like structures for
boundary-aware salient object detection. Benefiting from the
richer multi-level contextual features, the performances of the
mentioned methods are significantly improved. However, some
models introduce negative features leads to misleading
inference. By embedding attention mechanism, the context
selection based methods selectively integrate the effective
multi-layer features. The local and global pixel-wise contextual
attention is recurrently captured to predict salient maps in [40].
Innovatively, the CFPN [12] learns a set-of layer-specific
weights for the effective feature selection, according to the
direct cross-layer communication. In addition, some interesting
approaches have also merged. The two-level nested U2-Net [13]
is powerful in extracting intra-stage multi-scale features
without degrading the map resolution. The background matting
technique [14] can also be transformed for salient object
detection.
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II. MOTIVATION AND PRELIMINARIES
A. Motivation
As is shown in Fig. 2, we find the skip connections in
EDRNet (Fig. 1 (a)), which helps recover the full spatial
resolution through encoding-decoding process, are not equally
effective. The “all” connection unexpectedly not shows the best
performance on all metrics, indicating that some skip
connections are not always necessary for detection. Besides,
each skip connection (d0, d1, d2, d3, d4) also contributes
differently, demonstrating that the independent simple copying
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Notably in the field of salient surface defect detection for
strip steel, a deeply supervised encoder-decoder residual
network (EDRNet) [15] is reported to being superior to the
many currently prestigious methods on both detection
efficiency and noise robustness. However, for some hard
samples with low contrast background, EDRNet still has
limitation that some boundaries of saliency maps present
un-smoothness and inaccuracy. Stimulated by this situation, we
make attempt to study the underlying reasons behind it and find
out improving breakthrough point to further improve the
EDRNet. And we found the principal reason why the defect
segmentation performance of the EDRNet decreased when
facing challenging samples is that the skip connections between
encoder and decoder have been set with the same weights but
their descriptive abilities are always not identical (more details
refer to the Section II.A). Then we propose a cross-attention
transformer-based encoder-decoder network (i.e., CAT-EDNet)
for salient defect detection of strip steel surface. The main
contributions are as follows.
First, for defect integrity, a cross-attention transformer (CAT)
is embedded into the encoder-decoder network (EDNet) to
dynamically allocate the aggregation weights of multi-scale
layers to determine the salient region. By achieving cross-layer
communication through multi-head attention structure, the
salient low-level features at shallow layers are ascribed bigger
weights to restore spatial structure, while high-level features in
deep layers are reserved to abstractly describe the whole object.
Second, for defect boundary precision, a cross-attention
refinement module (CARM) is constructed closely after the
decoder to further optimize the coarse saliency maps. By
explicitly modelling the correlation between temporal features
through CA-based residual U-block, the comprehensive
prediction features are effectively focused at each fusion stage.
With the above cascade scheme constructed by the
global-oriented CAT and the local-oriented CARM, the newly
nominated CAT-EDNet can well address the semantic gap
issue among the multi-scale features for its multi-head attention
structure. When compared with twelve state-of-the-arts on
challenging strip steel benchmark dataset SD-saliency-900 [15],
our approach performs visually superior in defect integrity and
boundary precision, shows competitive quantitative results of
93.51SM and 90.31 IoU, even at 28 fps under the severe
background disturbances.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
includes the detailed motivation and related work. Section III
elaborates the proposed CAT-EDNet framework. Extensive
experiments and some discussions are presented in Section IV.
Finally, Section V concludes this paper.
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Fig. 2. Analysis of different skip connection layers of EDRNet, “all” is
the original EDRNet, “d1” represents only the connection of level one
is kept, “d1-r” represents only the connection of level one is removed.

of skip connections has limitations on detection performance.
Furthermore, the scores enhance significantly when removing
the skip connection d0, d4 (d0-r, d4-r), suggesting that some
connections will produce negative influence. We figure out the
skip connections issues are essentially derived from the
incompatible semantic gap between encoder and decoder rather
than the informative encoder features. To address this challenge,
the prediction module is a densely supervised encoder-decoder
network and a cross-attention transformer (CAT) is embedded
to replace the original independent skip connection (Fig. 1 (b)).
By collaborating learning of the multi-head structure, the
multi-scale features with semantic gap achieve cross-layer
communication in channel-wise, and the long-range connection
dependency is naturally modeled. Thus, the global-oriented
prediction module can completely highlight the salient object
and effectively suppress the inconspicuous background.
In addition, we find that the refinement filter RRS_1D (Fig. 5)
in EDRNet has slight significance in further optimizing the
coarse saliency maps when cooperating with our CAT-based
prediction module (TABLE I). The structure of RRS_1D
follows a light encoder-decoder style, and the multi-scale
encoder features and the up-sampling decoder features are
directly concatenated, which cannot effectively utilize the final
comprehensive prediction features and inhibits the feature
characterization after CAT. Therefore, we equip our residual
refinement module with cross-attention (CA) to realize
available feature fusion and propose the cross-attention
refinement module (CARM) closely after the decoder. By
explicitly focusing on temporal features, local-oriented CARM
is potential in producing final saliency maps with accurate and
smooth boundary.
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Fig. 3. Architecture of the proposed Cross-Attention Transformer based Encoder-Decoder Network: CAT-EDNet. The original skip connection is
replaced by cross-attention transformer (CAT) in the prediction module. While in the refinement network, the CARM denotes the cross-attention
refinement module.

B. Vison Transformer
Transformer is an autoregressive language model derived
from machine translation，for the strong modelling capabilities
and less need for vision-specific inductive bias, it has attracted
more and more attention in the field of computer vision [16].
Salient object detection, is essentially segmentation, as a basic
but still challenging task also benefits from vison transformer
(ViT). Patch-based Transformer and query-based Transformer
are two generally used models [17]. Treating the input image as
a patch sequence and feed it into a columnar Transformer
encoder, Patch-based Transformer form different segmentation
frameworks with resolution invariance strategy. SETR [18]
replaces CNN backbone with transformer encoder and uses
multilevel feature aggregation module for pixel segmentation,
but it affixes to expensive GPU clusters and extra RAM.
TransUNet [19], which can be viewed as a hybrid model of
U-NET and transformer, is the first visual transformer for
medical image segmentation. To improve transformer
performance, Segformer [20] has redesigned a lightweight
decoder and embedded a series of measures, such as overlap
patch projection. Query-based Transformer can aggregate
information of each patch more equitably, Panoptic DETR [21]
generates a cross-attention module between the object query
and encoded features for each object. Through a series of
parallel dynamic mask headers with shared queries, QueryInst
[22] implements the one-to-one correspondence between mask
RoI features and object queries. However, the above
transformer architectures are all applied to compensate the
strong inductive preference of convolution operations rather
than targeting the structure of the segmentation framework,
structural redundancy and high computational cost may be
involved.

C. Residual Refinement Module
The “coarse map” is determined as the salient map predicted
with blurred and noise boundary, uneven regional prediction
probability. Thus, the Refinement Modules (RMs) is necessary
for the coarse map refining. RMs are usually designed as
residual blocks to capture the difference between coarse map
and ground truth. Due to the high computational efficiency and
less storage, the small 3×3 convolution filters are popular
components in RMs. The residual-like block RES, dense-like
block DSE, inception-like block INC, residual U-block RSU,
are existing typical convolution blocks summarized in [47].
The small receptive field of 3 ×3 filters in RES and DSE focus
on the local details. To extract more global information from
shallow high-resolution layers, dilated convolutions are applied
in INC. The RSU captures intra-stage multi-scale features with
U-structure, has notably smaller computation overhead and
improved efficiency.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of Residual refinement modules (RRM).
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As is shown in Fig. 4, with small receptive field of RES, the
residual refinement module based on local context (RRM_LC)
[23] is designed for boundary refinement, which is iteratively
applied to refine the segmentation probability graph at different
scales [24], [25]. Pooling operation will cause details to be lost,
so convolutions of INC with different kernel sizes and dilations
are configured in multi-scale refinement module (RRM_ MS)
[26] to capture multi-scale features. However, these modules
are only specialized in capturing shallow information, resulting
in less refined maps. To improve the accuracy in refining the
regions and boundaries, Qin [27] proposes a novel RSU
architecture (see Fig. 5 (a)), It consists of an input layer, an
encoder, a bridge, a four-stage decoder and a four-stage output
layer. Combining the symmetrical up-sampling and
down-sampling
operations
with
skip
connections,
RRM_BASNet is able to recover more details. Further, to ease
computational burden, EDRNet [15] divides the 3 × 3
convolution into two specialized 1D filters (3×1 and 1×3
convolution) and proposes RRS_1D (see Fig. 5 (b)), dilated
convolutions (r=2, r=4) are also employed in it to obtain a
larger receptive field.

A. Prediction module
1) Encoder
Large scale features obtained from deep low resolution
feature maps, can provide more semantic information while
sacrificing the spatial resolution. Due to the skip connections
and stepwise up-sampling are effective in recovering
high-resolution probability map, the encoder-decoder like
architectures achieve significant performance in segmenting
edge or slender structures. As is illustrated in Fig. 3, for the
encoder, we introduce an input layer, four residual learning
blocks, a bridge module. The input image is first fed into the
input layer, which has 64 3 ×3 convolution filters with stride
of 2, and the output map E0 has the same spatial resolution with
the input image, the adaptability enables the network to obtain
higher resolution feature maps at earlier levels. To enlarge the
receptive fields, the four residual learning blocks, which inherit
from ResNet-34 (conv2-3, conv3-4, conv4-6, conv5-3), are
improved by previously adding a max pooling operation with
kernel size 3 ×3 and stride 2. And the resolution of E1, E2, E3,
E4 are decreasing step by step when successively passing the
blocks of 64, 128, 256, 512 layers. To accurately locate the
object region and completely segment the defect, a bridge
module is laid between encoder and decoder to capture richer
global semantic information. It consists of three 512-channel
convolution layers with dilated (dilation rate= 1, 2, 4) 3 ×3
filters, and the first convolution use stride 2 to maintain the
same resolution with the original ResNet-34. Noted that during
the whole encoder process, after each convolution output, the
batch normalization layer is cooperated with a ReLU activation
function to alleviate gradient disappearing and enhance the
nonlinear characterization ability of the model.
2) Cross-attention transformer
The cross-attention transformer (CAT), which has strong
long range dependency modeling capability, is applied to fuse
the multi-scale encoder features of skip connection layers.
Inspired by [28], Multi-scale feature embedding, Multi-head
cross attention and Multi-layer perception (MLP) are “3Ms”
equipped in the CAT.
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III. CROSS-ATTENTION TRANSFORMER BASED
ENCODER-DECODER NETWORK
As illustrated in Fig. 3, our CAT-EDNet belongs to a
predict-refine framework, the prediction module, embedded
with a cross-attention transformer (CAT), is a densely
supervised encoder-decoder network. First, the coarse
probability maps are learned from input images through the
prediction module. And then, the output map is finally
generated by learning the residuals between the coarse map and
the ground truth through cross attention refinement module
(CARM). In addition, the whole process is guided by the hybrid
loss to learn three levels (pixel-, patch-, map-) features.
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Fig. 6. The multi-head cross attention mechanism.
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As is shown in Fig. 3, the input image I ∈  H ×W ×C ( H, W, C is
the height, width, channel number, respectively) is imported to
extract the multi-scale five-level feature Ei ∈  H 2 ×W 2 ×C (i=0, 1, 2,
i

i

i

3, 4), the channel dimensions are C0=64, C1=64, C2=128,
C3=256, C4=512, respectively. In the multi-scale feature
embedding process, to map the same area feature
representation of the five-scale encoders, we reshape Ei into
sequential 2D patches with size P/2i (i=0, 1, 2, 3, 4; P=32), and
naturally form the different token Ti. Finally, the key and value
are obtained by concatenating the five layers Ti (i=0, 1, 2, 3, 4),
represented as T∑ = Concat (T0 , T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 ) .
We can see from Fig. 7, without adding extra computation,
the multi-head cross attention module is introduced to
aggregate the relationships and dependencies of multi-scale
encoder embedding features. And then a simple position-based
MLP is followed to refine feature representation. The residual
structure is to guarantee the scalability of the model. The
queries in the Fig. 6. are learned by:
=
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In addition, the L-layer CAT in Fig. 3 is designed by repeating
the operation in (4) L times. In this paper, N and L are both set
to 5. By up-sampling operation combined with a convolution
layer, Oi ∈  H 2 ×W 2 ×C is finally reconstructed to integrate with

K
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To prevent training degradation and accelerate model training
speed, Add & Layer Normalize operation is followed. Finally,
the output Oi is obtained by performing MLP and residual
operation:
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To measure the similarity, the cross-attention value CAi in the
Fig. 6 is calculated by:
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Where QiTK represents the correlation score of channel-based
similarity maps rather than patch-based, normalized by
dividing C to making the gradient more stable during training.
∑

The σ ( .) denotes softmax function, which converts the score
vector to probability value. And φ (.) is the instance
normalization operation to propagate the gradient more

i

i

decoder features.
3) Decoder
To eliminate the semantic ambiguity between CAT and
decoder, the features Oi processed by CAT are fused with
decoder features by channels weighted block (CWB) and
residual decoder block (RDB) in [15], which can guide the
channels to gradually recover the saliency information.
1) CWB is depicted in Fig. 8 (a), the current transformer
features Oi containing long range dependencies, are
concatenated with the next decoder feature Y (In Fig. 8 (c),
noted that when i=4, Y= Bridge; when i<4, to keep the
resolution the same, Y is obtained by up-sampling Di). And
then, the global average pooling (GAP) operation is applied to
learn global context information, which is beneficial to predict
salient defect region and suppress the background noise.
Besides, the followed two 1×1 convolution layers can reduce
dimension, keeping the model lightweight. PReLU is
embedded to enhance generalization ability while the weight
vector W∈ [0,1] is obtained by sigmoid function. Finally, the
residual-learned output Z is generated by element-wise
summing the weighted Oi and initial Y.
2) RDB in Fig. 8 (b) is used to gradually recover the encoded
multilevel information. After CWB, Z is first fed into
parameter-fewer channel shuffle unit to achieve higher
detection efficiency and promote optimization. And then, pass
3 × 3 convolution layer with batch normalization BN and
PReLU, 1×1 convolution is closely followed to limit model
complexity and interact the cross-channel information.
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Fig. 8. Detailed structure of the components in decoder.
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The detail of the decoder in Fig. 3 is expanded in Fig. 8 (c),
after a CWB and two RDB operations, the five-level decoder
features Di are formed in each stage, in addition, producing five
side-output saliency maps deeply supervised by ground truth,
which can guide the network to learn correct defect region.
B. Refinement module
The deep supervision mechanism can be reflected in Fig. 3,
where five supervision signals are imposed in the bridge and
five-stage decoder output saliency maps. The last coarse map
contains the most comprehensive semantic information,
obtaining the highest detection accuracy. However, there is a
lack of refinement of boundary and region details. To further
optimize the detection effect, we propose the feature-wise
Cross-Attention Refinement Module (CARM). The aim is to
learn the residuals Sres between Scoarse and ground truth.

S=
Scoarse + S res
refined

(5)

Inspired by II.C, our CARM continues to be a lighter
encoder-decoder structure, which is inherited by RRS_1D.
When cooperating with our CAT-based prediction module, we
find the RRS_1D bring slight performance improvement,
which is due to the simple concatenating operation between
encoder and decoder, cannot effectively fuse features with
inconsistent semantics. Therefore, we introduce the
cross-attention (CA) to better extract the feature with fine
characterization ability. As is shown in Fig. 5 (b), the four-stage
U-block structure is the repetition of each stage which consists
of two specialized 1D filters (64-channel 1 × 3 ， 3 × 1
convolution) and max pooling or bilinear up-sampling
operation. The 1D filters are computationally efficient, and
max pooling is for down-sampling, making the network deeper
while reducing the computation. Up-sampling is used to match
the feature dimension. Besides, the larger receptive field is
obtained by dilated convolutions (r=2, r=4) and the bridge unit
is composed by 3×3 convolution layer of 64 channels. From
Fig. 9, taking the i-th stage encoder output ei ∈  H ×W ×C and
i

i

decoder output di ∈ 
(i=1,2,3,4; Hi =H/2 , Wi =W/2i-1;
C=64) in Fig. 5 (b) as the input of CA, the global average
pooling (GAP) is performed to achieve spital squeeze, and the
K-th channel will transform into a globally distributed value
H
W
1
k
C ×1×1 . Then, to model dependencies
i-1

H i ×Wi ×C

G(X )

∑ ∑
H ×W

X ( i, j ),∈ 
=i 1 =j 1
i

i

i

i

between channels, the attention mask is generated by:

M i = L1 • G (ei ) + L2 • G (di )
Where

L1 ∈  C×C

and

L2 ∈  C×C

(6)

denote the weights of single linear

layers and sigmoid function. The original feature recalibration
is completed by assigning channel importance to each pixel of
each channel and formed ei’. Finally, the fused feature is
obtained by concatenating the masked feature ei’ and encoder
feature di. After refinement module, the output saliency map is
the finally results of our CAT-EDNet, which is also supervised
by ground truth.
C. Hybrid loss
The difficulty of the salient defect detection of strip steel lies
not in the obvious salient object, which has high contrast with

6

e i’

Concat
Fused feature
1×1×C

1×1×C

Linear+Sigmoid
1×1×C

1×1×C

GAP

GAP

Hi×Wi×C

ei

Hi×Wi×C

di

Fig. 9. Detailed structure of the CA.

the background, but in the camouflaged defect objects, which
has similar appearance with the background. Besides, capturing
complex structure with complicated boundary is also
challenging. To make the network perceive the hard object, the
hybrid loss is used during the training process by guiding the
network learn pixel-, patch-, map- level hierarchy
representation. Compared with the current methods focused
more on high regional accuracy, the hybrid loss has more robust
and competitive performance in high spital accuracy of
boundary and fine structures.
The training loss is defined as the weighted sum of all the
losses supervised by ground truth, including bridge loss, five
side-output loss, refinement loss:

Ltotal =

(k )
1 7
αkl
∑
B k =1

(7)

Where αk is the weight of k-th loss，B denotes the batch size. In
addition, the hybrid loss l(k) is formulated as:

l

(k )

(k )

(k )

(k )

= l bce + liou + lssim

(8)

Where lbce，liou and lssim represent binary cross entropy (BCE)
[29], intersection-over-union (IoU) [30], structural similarity
(SSIM) [31], respectively.
The BCE loss is measured in pixel-level. It does not consider
neighborhood labels, and gives equal weight to foreground and
background pixels. This facilitates convergence at all pixels
and ensures a relatively good local optimization, also maintains
smooth gradients for all pixels. Which can be defined as:

− ∑ [G (r , c) log( s (r , c)) + (1 − G (r , c) log(1 − ( s (r , c)))]
lbce =
( r ,c )

(9)

Where G(r,c) is the binary ground truth label of pixel (r,c), 0 is
the background while 1 denotes defect object. S(r,c) represents
the predicted probability of corresponding pixel.
However, lbce usually results in fine structure but blurred
boundaries of foreground, therefore, to pay more attention to
boundary and foreground region, by considering the local
neighborhood of each pixel, the patch-level SSIM originally
designed to capture structural information in an image is
introduced. It gives higher weight to pixels in the buffer area
between foreground and background, such as boundary and
fine structure. For two corresponding patches x and y of size N
×N cropped from predicted saline map and ground truth，X=
{xj : j=1, …, N2}, Y = {yj : j=1, …, N2},the SSIM is calculated by:

lssim = 1 −

(2 µ x µ y + C1 )(2σ xy + C2 )

( µ x2 + µ y2 + C1 )(σ x2 + σ y2 + C2 )

(10)
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Where μx, μy and σx, σy respectively represent mean value and
variance of x and y. C1=0.012 and C2=0.032 are empirically set
to avoid nan.
Larger regions contribute more to map-level IoU, so models
trained by IoU can predict relatively homogenous and more
confident probabilities for the larger prospective regions. It is
formulated as:
H

liou = 1 −

W

∑∑ s(r , c)G(r , c)

H

W

r 1=
c 1
=

∑∑ [s(r , c) + G(r , c) − s(r , c)G(r , c)]

(11)

r 1=
c 1
=

Where G(r,c) and S(r,c) mean the same as in lbce. However, the
model often involves false negatives on the fine structure due to
the biased preference for foreground regions.
By implicitly injecting fine structure optimization goal
during training process, the three-level losses are fused to
formulate the hybrid loss. Thus, the pixels, foreground defect
objects and boundaries are comprehensively considered.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Setup
1) Implementation Details
The experiments are all performed on 12GB Nvidia Titan XP
GPU, 2.2GHz Intel Xeon E5-2630 CPU and 64GB RAM. From
SD-saliency-900 [15], we randomly selected 540 (180×3)
images of the three defects: inclusion (In), patch (Pa), scratch
(Sc). And to simulate noise interference, the collected 270 (90
×3) images from the previous 540 images are randomly added
different levels of Gaussian and salt & pepper noise. So the
training dataset containing 810 images are constructed, some
samples can be visualized in Fig. 10. Noted that to weaken data
noise and strengthen model stability, each training sample (200
×200) is first resized to 256×256, randomly cropped to 224
× 224 ， and then normalized by dividing by the standard
deviation 0.2437 after subtracting mean value 0.4669. The
parameters of our encoder network are initialized by employing
He strategy [32]. Besides, to obtain a fast convergence speed,
RMSprop [33] optimizer is applied during the training process,
where the initial learning rate is set to 0.001 and alpha is set to
0.9. We also configure the CAT hyperparameters as follows:
the embedding dropout rate=0.1, attention dropout rate=0.1,
channel dimension ratio=4, KV size=1024, patch sizes=
[32,16,8,4,2], heads number=5, layers number=5. Taking about
8 hours, with the batch size of 8, our model converge after 70-K
iterations. In addition, the test samples are also randomly added
with varying levels of noise, only resized to 256×256, and then
fed into the trained network. Using bilinear interpolation, the
output saliency maps are finally resized back as the original
input image size.

2) Evaluation Metric
We adopt six metrics to evaluate the salient detection
performance of our model. (1) Structure Measure (SM) [34]
contains the region-aware and object-aware structural Sr and So,
the overall structural information of object is captured by Sr
while So compares the global distribution of the foreground and
background. (2) Weighted F-measure (WF) [35] is the
weighted harmonic average of the precision and recall,
comprehensively evaluating the influence of dependency,
interpolation and equal-importance. (3) Mean absolute error
(Mae) [36] measures the average difference of pixels between
predicted salient map and ground truth. (4) Enhanced
alignment measure (Eam) [37] jointly captures the
image-level statistics and local pixel matching information. (5)
Dice coefficient (Dice) [38] is an original measure of set
similarity, commonly used to calculate the similarity of
probability maps and ground truth in the medical segmentation
field. (6) IoU (Intersection over Union) [39] globally
evaluates the images based on class calculation.
B. Ablation Studies
In this section, to validate the effectiveness of the core
components configured in our model, three groups of ablation
experiments are performed: architecture analysis, loss ablation
and the research of number of queries and keys.
1) Architecture Analysis
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
CAT-EDNet, we conduct a series of experiments under the
hybrid loss ltotal to quantitatively compare our model with the
related components. The EDRNet without CBAM is taken as
our baseline, the original independent skip connection is
replaced by adding CAT. As illustrated in TABLE I, CAT can
bring significant performance improvement, which is
beneficial from its strong long-range dependencies modelling
ability. Then we progressively test the effect of CAT on other
modules by removing the corresponding decoder modules
CWB, RDB and refinement module RRS1D, respectively. We
find that removing CWB severely degrades performance while
the scores are slightly enhanced when subtracting RDB and
RRS1D. However, the qualitative results in Fig. 12 show that
removing RDB will lose the detailed boundary information,
indicating its ability in gradually recovering encoded multilevel
features. Therefore, RDB is retained and RRS1D is replaced by
CARM to effectively fuse features with inconsistent semantics
when cooperated with CAT, which is our CAT-EDNet. The
TABLE I
Ablation study of different architectures.

Architecture

Sc

Fig. 10. Some samples of our training dataset. The corresponding
noisy images are shown in the second row.

Dice ↑

IoU ↑

2.71

85.96

72.24

62.69

WF ↑
78.04

90.85

90.32

1.43

96.96

91.66

85.36

50.99

36.11

10.0

48.17

25.12

15.80

90.94

90.45

1.42

97.14

91.80

85.74

EDRNet (CAT+RRS1D-)

90.87

89.94

1.43

97.19

91.75

85.69

CAT-EDNet

93.51
90.76

93.63
89.97

1.15

97.95

94.27

90.31

1.47

96.98

91.60

85.46

EDRNet (CAT+RDB-)

Pa

Metric(%)
Mae ↓ Eam ↑

SM ↑
78.34

EDRNet [15]
EDRNet (CAT+)
EDRNet (CAT+CWB-)

In

7

CAT-EDNet (CBAM+)

The subscript “+” indicates the network architecture configures this module,
while “-” represents using CAT-Net as training model but removed the module.
Noted that the EDRNet is all trained without CBAM module.
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TABLE II

1.0

Ablation study of different loss.

Loss

lbce
liou
lssim
lbce +liou
lbce +lssim
Ltotal

SM ↑
90.86
90.83
90.03
90.55
90.51
93.51

WF ↑
90.38
91.16
89.68
90.78
90.65
93.63

Metric(%)
Mae ↓ Eam ↑
1.44
97.22
1.52
97.79
1.53
97.17
1.46
97.61
1.46
97.32
1.15
97.95

Q0
0.8

Dice ↑
91.40
91.04
90.67
91.46
91.04
94.27

IoU ↑
85.22
84.65
84.19
85.33
84.74
90.31

TABLE III

Q0
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q01
Q23
Q012
Q123
Q1234
Ours

SM ↑
91.28
90.89
90.96
91.09
91.14
91.23
91.39
91.11
91.09
91.29

WF ↑
90.64
89.03
89.39
90.07
90.35
89.58
90.38
90.17
89.90
90.80

93.51
91.17
91.19
90.74
91.17
91.21
91.06
91.21

93.63
89.69
89.79
89.24
89.84
89.98
90.29
90.13

Metric(%)
Mae ↓
Eam ↑
1.38
97.21
1.46
96.85
1.44
96.82
1.41
96.79
1.14
97.50
1.44
97.03
1.38
97.20
1.41
97.15
1.45
97.00
1.36
97.40
1.15
97.95
1.42
97.26
1.42
97.09
1.48
96.85
1.41
97.36
1.41
97.34
1.44
96.97
1.40
97.28

Q1
0.6

Q2
0.4

Q3
0.2

Q4
K0

Dice ↑
91.90
91.35
91.53
91.72
91.58
91.69
91.86
91.67
91.65
91.76
94.27
91.57
91.63
91.39
91.62
91.82
91.50
91.76

K1

K2

K3

K4

0.0

Fig. 11. Similarity matrix of cross attention distributions.

Ablation study of the number of queries and keys.

Queries
/Keys

8

IoU ↑
86.00
85.33
85.44
85.65
85.49
85.69
85.98
85.68
85.58
85.81
90.31
85.57
85.70
85.14
85.62
85.84
85.50
85.77

K0
K01
K012
K0123
K23
K123
K1234
metric values and visual effect both reveal our CAT-EDNet can
further optimize the salient detection results. In addition, we
validate the inefficiency of the CBAM module embedded in the
encoder feature extraction process of our approach, the CBAM
introduces excessive attention and makes the self-defeating
visual effect.
2) Loss Analysis
A set of experiments over different losses are conducted
based on our CAT-EDNet. The results in TABLE II indicate
that the hybrid loss ltotal achieves the most excellent
performance by guiding the network learn pixel-, patch-, maplevel hierarchy representation. Compared to the commonly
used single lbce, the SM, WF, Dice and IoU are increased by
2.23%, 3.25%, 2.87%, 5.03%, respectively. We visually
compare the impact of different loss on salient detection of
defects (In, Pa, Sc) in Fig. 13. Suppressing errors by giving a
prediction value of around 0.5 near the boundary, the lbce
generates the foreground with blurred boundary. liou places
more emphasis on larger foreground region, producing false
negative in relatively finer structure. lssim ignores the accuracy,
which is manifested in could not clearly separate different parts
close to each other and characterizing boundary details too
smoothly. In addition, combined the lbce with liou or lssim still
cannot effectively improve the salient detection quality. By

contrast, the hybrid loss can highlight the complete object and
optimize the boundary localization, simultaneously.
3) Number of Queries and Keys Analysis
The CAT module in the architecture ablation section shows
its effectiveness in greatly enhancing the defect integrity. The
extracted multi-scale encoder features achieve cross-layer
communication in CAT through its multi-head structure. Thus,
the number of quires is set to 5 and the keys are obtained by
concatenating the five-stage representation. As shown in
TABLE III, a series of experiments are conducted with
different amount of skip connections between encoder and
decoder. When compared with various queries representing
different encoder levels, the key vector is fixed as five-scale
features. We find Q0, which focuses on the spatial boundary
details of object reconstruction, is more confidently associated
with the salient detection. and the performance behaves
consistent improvement with the increase of our learned
encoder levels Q01234 by allocating bigger weights to the
shallow low-layer. In addition, by keeping the queries fixed and
varying the keys, as visualized in the Fig. 11, we observe that
K3 has more confident correlation, which is consistent with the
skip connection “d3” in Fig. 2. Besides, by introducing more
channel information, the performance is enhanced with our
concatenated all multi-scale features. Fig. 14 provides
qualitative comparison between different number of quires and
keys, which also indicate transforming more scales of features
to queries is helpful to accurately represent object and finely
capture boundary details.
C. Comparison with the State-of-the-art
To demonstrate the overall salient detection performance of
our proposed CAT-EDNet, we compare it with twelve
state-of-art models, including BASNet [27], PiCANet [40],
UCtransNet [28], PoolNet [41], CPD [42], EGNet [43], SINet
[44], PFANet [45], EDRNet [15], RSNet [46], U2-Net [13] and
image matting [14]. To make a fair comparison, we use the
originally released codes and published setting, and retrained
all the models on the same training dataset as ours.
1) Visual Comparison
We visualize the salient detection results of the comparable
models in the Fig. 15, our CAT-EDNet can generate better
salient maps in different challening cases. For the small defects
with relatively low contrast, which will be easily interferneced
by background clutter (1st, 2nd, 3rd row), some models (EGNet,
SINet, PFANet) will either produce confusing false positives in
the background region and have ambigious perception to the
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object, or ignore the the tiny defects easily swallowed by noise
(EDRNet, RSNet). However, embedded with global-oriented
CAT, our model can accurately distinguish the whole defect
object without losing any detailed part. Besides, our approach
also has competitive performance in large patch defects with
complex background and complicated boundary (4th, 5th, 6th
row), PiCANet predicts the object as scattered mass, EGNet,
SINet, PFANet identify the near parts that do not intersect as
adhesions, CPD, EGNet also output low contrast salient maps
with haloes-like boundary effect. By contrast, our CAT-EDNet
has potential in uniformly highlighting the complete defect
with coherent distinct boundary. It is remarkable that for the
slender defects with very finer boundary (7th, 8th, 9th row),
only BASNet, UCtransNet, U2-Net can refine the boundary

(a) GT

(b) EDRNet

(c) EDRNet (CAT+)

9

distribution, however, configured with local-oriented CARM,
our model pays more attention to the finer boundary
representation while preserving detailed shape information. In
addition, we further compare the local details captured by the
several superior models in Fig. 16. As we can observe, other
models either prone to produce over-smooth boundary, missing
the zig-zag wrinkle like GT, or insufficiently segment the
fragile structure, predicting low-resolution saliency results. But
our model shows extra promising capability in extracting high-resolution local details. Contrary to our expectation, when
feeding the trained image matting model uniform background
to simulate the unknown actual production line, the background
texture becomes complicated due to the fluctuating noise and
lighting, resulting in poor quality matting (see Fig. 15 (m)).

(d) EDRNet (CAT+CWB-) (e) EDRNet (CAT+RDB-) (f) EDRNet (CAT+RRS1D-) (g) CAT-EDNet (CBAM+） (h) CAT-EDNet

Fig. 12. Qualitative comparison of different configures in the ablation study. The EDRNet is without CBAM and all results are under ltotal.

(a) GT

(b) lbce

(c) liou

(d) lssim

(e) lbce+liou

(f) lbce+lssim

Fig. 13. Qualitative comparison of our CAT-EDNet under different losses in the ablation study.

(g) ltotal

TABLE IV

Comparison of running time and model size of different methods.
Methods

BASNet

PiCANet

UCtransNet

PoolNet

CPD

EGNet

SINet

PFANet

EDRNet

RSNet

Matting

U2-Net

ours

Time(fps)

27.92

23.01

22.29

30.91

30.50

27.12

28.87

33.90

26.22

35.64

40.41

34.30

28.54

Size(MB)

348.6

189

797.6

278.6

192.2

447.1

196.7

131.1

157.6

99.1

322.7

176.4

312.7
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(a) image

(b) GT

(k) Q123

(l) Q1234

(a)noisy image

(b)GT

(a)noisy image

(c)BASNet

(c) Q0

(d) Q1

(e) Q2

(f) Q3

(g) Q4

(h) Q01

(i) Q23

(j) Q012

(m) K0

(n) K01

(o) K012

(p) K0123

(q) K23

(r) K123

(s) K1234

(n) ours

Fig. 14. Qualitative comparison of different number of queries and keys.

(d)PiCANet

(e)UCtransNet

(f)PoolNet

(g)CPD

(h)EGNet

(i)SINet

(j)PFANet

(k)EDRNet

(l)RSNet

Fig. 15. Visual comparison of saliency maps. The noisy images are obtained by adding random noise.

(b)GT

(c)BASNet

(d)UCtransNet

(e)RSNet

(m)Matting

(f)U2-Net

(n)U2-Net

(o)Ours

(g)Ours

Fig. 16. The visualization comparison of local details predicted by previous state-of-the-arts.

2) Quantitative Comparison
The quantitative results are reported in TABLE V, our
CAT-EDNet achieves consistent improvements in terms of
nearly all metrics except Mae. The BASNet and EDRNet are
both deeply supervised two-stage predict-refine framework,
performing superior to other methods, which proves the strong

boundary-aware ability of the encoder-decoder network and
residual refinement module. However, due to the complicated
background texture interfered by noise and illumination, the
two-stage image-matting technique is no longer suitable for the
salient defect detection of strip steel. For other one-stage
methods, various multi-scale feature aggregation strategies are
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introduced. U2-Net yields higher quality by running two-level
nested U-structure. RSNet has satisfactory results by
employing reverse attention block to guide learning residual in
each side-output. UCtransnet also obtains competitive results
by combining the channel transformer module into U-Net. Our
approach improves the predict-refine architecture by
embedding CAT in multi-scale spatial domain to guarantee
defect integrity, by introducing CARM in temporal-domain to
further optimize defect boundary details, thus, the
improvements of our CAT-EDNet against the above six models
are significant. Noted that the all models suffer from the
frequent noise occurred testing environment. PiCANet
generates contextual attention map for each pixel with the only
prominent index Eam of 83.80%. PoolNet which has two
pooling-based modules to progressively refine high-level
semantic features, has weak noise-resistant ability of 11.41%
WF. CPD framework focuses on fast salient detection by
discarding larger resolution features of shallow layers, also
obtaining poor metrics. The edge guidance network EGNet
fails to refine the coarse noisy boundary with 10.09% WF.
SINet is specially designed to identify objects having high
intrinsic similarities with their surroundings, not applicable for
camouflaged objection detection with background clutter.
PFANet is also sensitive to noise with 10.73% WF when
extracting high context-aware pyramid feature. By contrast, as
the metrics reflected, our CAT-EDNet can filter out irrelevant
background noise, which is first roughly screened by global
CAT, and then further fine-filter is achieved by local CARM.
TABLE V

Comparisons with twelve state-of-the-arts in terms of six quantitative metrics.

SM ↑

WF ↑

Metric(%)
Mae ↓ Eam ↑

BASNet
PiCANet
UCtransnet
PoolNet
CPD
EGNet
SINet
PFANet
EDRNet
RSNet
Matting
U2-Net

93.21
67.02
93.09
41.56
41.89
40.81
42.25
40.56
77.79
89.81
40.81
90.56

92.81
47.06
92.36
11.41
11.08
10.09
8.00
10.73
78.05
87.73
10.71
88.00

1.04
8.54
1.24
19.76
19.70
20.12
27.4
20.4
3.08
1.85
19.77
1.33

97.69
83.80
98.06
62.69
63.40
61.26
61.91
60.42
85.19
96.07
61.26
96.97

94.20
36.12
93.59
13.48
13.24
12.06
11.52
12.50
72.01
89.21
12.21
90.68

90.25
29.30
89.27
8.71
8.62
7.50
7.21
7.80
62.39
81.69
7.86
85.87

Ours

93.51

93.63

1.15

97.95

94.27

90.31

Methods

Dice ↑

IoU ↑

equal weight with BASNet while half size of transformer-based
UCtransnet. In addition, our interference time can meet the
real-time demand of actual manufacturing line. However, how
to further compress the model and reduce the inference time is
still in our future research work.
V. CONCLUSION
Incorporating defect integrity and defect boundary precision
is a challenging task in salient detection of strip steel surface. In
this paper, we propose a cross-attention transformer based
encoder-decoder network (CAT-EDNet) to highlight the defect
object and capture the fine boundary structure in the frequent
noise occurred environment. The cross-attention transformer
(CAT) with multi-head structure is embedded to the deeply
supervised encoder-decoder like prediction module, and the
aggregation weights of multi-scale layers are dynamically
allocated to determine the salient region while considering the
salient low-level details. In addition, the local-oriented
cross-attention refinement module (CARM) is closely
constructed to further optimize the boundary details in temporal
domain. Extensive ablation studies have demonstrated the
effectiveness of CAT and CARM in defect integrity and defect
boundary precision. Compared with twelve state-of-the-art
salient object detection methods on the noise randomly
interfered SD-saliency-900 dataset, the six quantitative
evaluation metrics, which are SM, WF, Mae, Eam, Dice and
IoU, also prove the stronger noise robustness of our
CAT-EDNet. Moreover, our model achieves real-time
interference at a speed of 28.54 fps without any
pre-preprocessing.
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